Access to a world of knowledge

THE REFERENCE LIBRARY FOR FRENCH-LANGUAGE PUBLISHING

More than 6,000 independently selected must-have titles from bachelor’s to doctorate level, to be consulted on our platform anywhere and with unlimited access.

www.numeriquepremium.com
40 thematic collections in Humanities, Social Sciences, Law, Economics and Politics.

6,000+ ebooks of all types (atlas, essays, textbooks...).

70+ francophone publishers whose titles are rigorously selected.

Metadata referencing in knowledge-bases and academic market discovery tools.

ACCESS MODELS:
Annual subscription or One-off purchase
- Thematic collections of all sizes
- Pick and choose of 60, 90, 120 or 150 upfront ebooks or through EBA – Evidence-Based Acquisition – based upon usage statistics
- Pick and choose of ebooks in PDA – Patron-Driven Acquisition – according to highest usage

FEATURES
- Multiple browsing on all catalog
- Quick and advanced search
- Easy access to full text
- Interactive Tables of Contents
- Faceted filters to refine results
- Page of institution’s subscribed collections and titles
- Personal account: favorites, saved searches, alerts
- Export to bibliographic management tools
Numérique Premium commits to the defense of independent publishing

French publishing is currently experiencing a concentration that is unprecedented in its history.

By carefully selecting reference works, we make sure to represent publishers that are absent from other digital platforms.

Especially in Humanities and Social Sciences, the plurality of opinions, schools of thought and disciplinary approaches are essential to maintain the freedom of research and teaching. This diversity is today defended by independent organizations that we value in our catalog.
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They join us:


University Presses and Societies


Feel free to contact us for any further information:

44 quai Henri-IV – 75004 Paris – France
Email: info@numeriquepremium.com – Tel.: +33 1 43 56 05 55 – Fax: +33 1 43 54 03 60
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